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Abstract: Recently, object detection methods using deep learning have made significant progress in
terms of accuracy and speed. However, the requirements of a system to provide real-time detection
are somewhat high, and current methods are still insufficient to accurately detect important factors
directly related to life and safety, such as fires. Therefore, this study attempted to improve the
detection rate by supplementing the existing research to reduce the false detection rate of flame
detection in fire and to reduce the number of candidate regions extracted in advance. To this end,
pre-processing based on the HSV and YCbCr color models was performed to filter the flame area
simply and strongly, and a selective search was used to detect a valid candidate region for the filtered
image. In addition, for the detected candidate region, a deep learning-based convolutional neural
network (CNN) was used to infer whether the object was a flame. As a result, it was found that the
flame-detection accuracy of the model proposed in this study was 7% higher than that of the other
models presented for comparison, and the recall rate was increased by 6%.
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1. Introduction

In this study, candidate regions were detected using HSV and YCbCr color conversion
and selective search algorithms for CNN-based flame detection. This method enables infer-
ences to be made using CNN with a high degree of responsiveness and reliability, as it can
effectively select proposed candidate regions that are likely to be flame. In addition, when
constructing a model that detects only specific objects using image pre-processing, unnec-
essary objects and pixels can be removed in advance, which has the advantage of detection
rate. In the case of the previously studied paper [1], basically, if corners occur intensively for
one color conversion result, the corresponding region was designated as a region of interest.
In case of using this method, if the size occupied by the flame in the image is small, there
are few corners and it is not extracted as a region of interest and can be ignored. In addition,
the method of simply extracting through corners can be extracted for most flames, but some
flame images may not be properly detected if they are obscured by other objects or are far
away. However, in this study, in order to solve these shortcomings, the region of interest was
extracted through selective search for the color-converted image. Through this, it was possible
to obtain higher accuracy and precision than the method proposed in previous study.

Existing deep learning computer vision-based flame detection studies have a method
proposed by Shen et al. [2], which is a paper that detected flames using a you only look
once (YOLO) model based on Tensorflow and was detected without the separate filtering
of input images. Even in this case, if additional image pre-processing was added, the
accuracy would be improved as the unnecessary background area was removed in advance,
reducing false negatives significantly. Another study was a fire detection method proposed
by Muhammad et al. [3]. Other examples include CNN-based fire detection methods
using pre-processing algorithms known as selective amplification. This technique enhances
images that are to be used in CNN, which are then trained on pre-processed images to detect
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fires with high accuracy [4]. Other studies have shown adaptive priority mechanisms and
fire detection methods using AlexNet. In this article, we proposed an early fire detection
framework using fine-tuned CNN for CCTV surveillance cameras, which can detect fire
in varying indoor and outdoor environments. Ref. [5] classified fire or non-fire from the
image in order to efficiently detect fire in resource-constrained environments. However, in
this case, the fire is judged not only for the flame but also for the entire unnecessary image
area. Therefore, when classifying fires through pre-filtering, the accuracy is expected to
be higher. Another study was to detect fires using object detection models such as Yolo
V3 and Faster regions-based CNN (Faster R-CNN), but there is no filtering in advance, so
the detection rate may decrease due to the occurrence of many candidate regions [6,7].

For deep learning-based object detection models, such as YOLO v3 and spatial pyramid
pooling network (SPPNet), support vector machine (SVM) and pre-learned CNN models are
used to extract candidate regions [8–10]. First, the location of all bounding boxes in which
objects may exist are identified within the image through anchor boxes with a preset size
and ratio. The candidate regions detected through this process are then classified into objects
through a CNN-based model. Therefore, object detection models detect tens to hundreds
of proposed regions during the detection step, and the computational load increases in the
process of determining whether each candidate region is a meaningful object through CNN.

Figure 1 shows the overall image processing flowchart proposed in this study to improve
this process. The input image is primarily filtered in advance by extracting a region in which
a flame is likely to exist using HSV and YCbCr color conversion. Filtering is performed in the
range proposed for each of the two color conversion. In addition, each color conversion is
performed concurrently, and pixel values remaining after filtering are compared. Here, the
pixel regions remaining in both color conversion are used as the flame candidate region. After
performing this color conversion, some contrast areas in the image, in addition to the flame,
may remain in the form of noise, or color areas similar to the flame may remain unfiltered.
Therefore, a selective search was used to effectively extract the box area of a meaningful object
while ignoring unnecessary areas. Selective search functions were used to suggest candidate
regions by skipping objects that are unlikely to be foreground areas, such as noise or simple
texture planes, and meaningful areas were then grouped. Therefore, using color conversion
and selective search, a region with a high possibility of flame presence is selected, and the
flame region is extracted from the original RGB input image through information on the
detected candidate region. Finally, the detected candidate region was used to infer whether
there was a flame using the Inception-V3 CNN model.
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2. Proposed Method
2.1. Pre-Processing Using HSV Color Conversion

The first image pre-processing method used in this study involved converting the
captured RGB image into an HSV color model and then extracting the pixel area that had
a high probability of featuring a flame. The HSV color model is similar to how humans
perceive colors and is useful for detecting color-based objects in image pre-processing
and various applications. Hue in HSV represents the distribution of colors based on
red, saturation represents the degree of darkness and lightness of the color, and value
corresponds to the brightness of the color [11,12].

The all represented ranges of hue, saturation, and value of the HSV color model
proposed in this study are 0–179, 0–255, and 0–255, respectively, and the range of colors
limited for filtering those pixels in which a flame may exist is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Color range of flame pixels in HSV color model.

Greater than Less than

Hue 5 90
Saturation 40 255

Value 220 255

Figure 2 shows this HSV color conversion. As illustrated, Figure 2a corresponds to the
original flame images, and Figure 2b presents the images of the results that were segmented
based on the pixels to which the proposed HSV color conversion and flame-area filtering
are applied.
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Figure 2. HSV color conversion of flame images. (a) Original flame images; (b) HSV color conversion
images within the range.

2.2. Pre-Processing Using YCbCr Color Conversion

Even if the HSV color model is used to filter the area where the flame is likely to exist,
it is not completely filtered for all areas. Therefore, the YcbCr color model was additionally
used to further improve the color-based filtering performance [13,14].

In YCbCr, Y is luminance and is defined as a nominal 8-bit and range of 16–235, and
chrominance blue (Cb) and chrominance red (Cr) represent chroma and have a nominal
range of 16–240. This method has the advantage of being able to display many colors with
less data, although the color separation and transfer effects are weaker than those of the
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RGB color model. It also has the advantage of being able to separate luminance from the
color differences more effectively than other color models. Therefore, the first rule applied
to detect pixels corresponding to the flame area using the characteristics of the YCbCr color
model is shown in Equations (1) and (2) [15].

Y(x, y) > Cb(x, y) (1)

Cr(x, y) > Cb(x, y) (2)

According to the equation, luminance Y and Cr should be greater than Cb, which
means that the flame of the red channel has saturation in the image. In addition, the same
conditions as in Equation (3) were used to filter additional flame areas from the mean
values of the three channels. Since the flame region is generally the brightest region in
the image, the mean values of the three channels, in the overall image, Ymean, Cbmean and
Crmean contain valuable information. In a general flame region, luminance Y is greater than
the total Y mean value, and Cb and Cr are each less than the mean value [15].

F(x, y) =


1, i f Y(x, y) > Ymean, Cb(x, y) < Cbmean, Cr(x, y) < Crmean

0, otherwise
(3)

Moreover, the image of the flame in the fire demonstrates significant differences
between the Cb and Cr components. Since the flame area of the Cb channel is close to black,
and the flame area of the Cr channel is close to white, these rules can be expressed using
Equation (4) below; τ was set to 40, which is the same as Celik proposed [15].

Fτ(x, y) =
{

1, i f |Cb(x, y)− Cr(x, y)| ≥ τ
0, otherwise

(4)

Therefore, through these three rules, it was possible to propose a flame-detection
technique that is more robust to illuminance changes than the RGB color model, and the
results of filtering the flame area are shown in Figure 3c.

For comparison with the HSV color model, the filtering results using the HSV color
model are listed in Figure 3b, while Figure 3a shows the original input image, and Figure 3d
shows the pixels detected when both the HSV color model and YCbCr model are used as
filtering results for the final color model. That is, pixel areas remaining unfiltered in both
the HSV color model and the YCbCr model are displayed.

As such, it was confirmed that the flame area was complementarily filtered in the area
that each color model incorrectly detected. In addition, since most of the non-flame objects
are filtered, the false detection rate can be reduced compared to using RGB images as they
are for inference. Moreover, the detection of flame regions using HSV and YCbCr is an
incomplete method. Therefore, in this study, it is used as a candidate region pre-detector
for the selective search and CNN algorithm.

2.3. Detecting Candidate Regions Using Selective Search

Even after color-based pre-processing, objects other than flames, including leaves or
objects that were light yellow, may remain unfiltered. Selective search was used to filter out
these unnecessary small areas or noise and to detect significant candidate regions. Selective
search is a superpixel-based candidate region-detection algorithm that uses a hierarchical
grouping algorithm [16,17]. Selective search integrates areas with high similarity within
the image and repeats this process until one area is finally created. To this end, initial
segmentation is performed first through a graph-based image segmentation algorithm that
was proposed by Felzenzwalb et al. [18] in 2004. In addition, these over-segmented regions
are repeatedly grouped between regions with high adjacent similarities. Assuming that
there are two adjacent regions, ri and rj, as shown in Equation (5), the similarity set S is
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calculated as the weighted sum of color, texture, size, and fill, which are four elements
normalized between 0 and 1 [19].

S
(
ri, rj

)
= a1Scolor

(
ri, rj

)
+ a2Stexture

(
ri, rj

)
+ a3Ssize

(
ri, rj

)
+ a4S f ill

(
ri, rj

)
,

A = a1, a2, a3, a4, 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1
(5)
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The first element, color, generates 25 bins for each color channel and measures color
similarity through histogram intersections between adjacent regions. This can be expressed
as Equation (6), and n = 75 is obtained because it has 25 bins from each channel of R, G,
and B.

Scolor
(
ri, rj

)
=

n

∑
k=1

min
(

ck
i , ck

j

)
(6)

Texture is an element used to group candidate regions using texture similarity. In this
case, the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm was used to extract vectors by
applying Gaussian differentials in eight directions per channel, and it was represented by a
histogram with 10 bins to calculate the texture similarity between two adjacent regions. In
addition, similarity was obtained through histogram intersection and could be expressed
as Equation (7).

Stexture
(
ri, rj

)
=

n

∑
k=1

min
(

tk
i , tk

j

)
(7)
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Size can be expressed using Equation (8). The size(im) is the number of pixels in
the entire image, and size(ri) and size

(
rj
)

correspond to two adjacent regions that can be
used to compare similarities. The smaller the size of the comparison area, the higher the
similarity, so it is preferentially merged from the smaller area.

Ssize
(
ri, rj

)
= 1−

size(ri) + size
(
rj
)

size(im)
(8)

Fill is shown in Equation (9) and is a factor that can be used for grouping via the
differences in the size of BBij, a candidate bounding box; the smaller the size difference
between regions, the higher the similarity.

S f ill
(
ri, rj

)
= 1−

size
(

BBij
)
− size(ri)− size

(
rj
)

size(im)
(9)

Figure 4 compares the difference in selective search application of the original image
and the image after color conversion.
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Figure 4. Perform selective search of flame images. (a) Original images; (b) Selective search for the
original images; (c) Selective search for the color conversion images.

Figure 4a is the original input image, Figure 4b represents the candidate regions
where the selective search was performed on the original image in green bound boxes, and
Figure 4c visualized that the selective search was performed on the image color-converted to
the designated flame area. As a result, it can be seen that when color-based pre-processing
was performed, the number of candidate regions extracted was greatly reduced, and the
number of candidate regions for objects other than flames was greatly reduced.

Figure 5 illustrates the region grouped from input images as well as the RGB images
of corresponding regions. The leftmost panel corresponds to the original input images,
and the middle panel is an image filtered through the HSV and YCbCr color models. In
addition, the candidate regions detected through selective search are represented by white
bounding boxes, and the figures listed in the right panel show segmentation of the RGB
images corresponding to the candidate regions.
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2.4. Constructing CNN for Inference

When applied as a flame-detection method using only color information, non-flame
objects may also be included, so there is a problem in that accuracy is significantly lowered.
Furthermore, during the image pre-processing step, an area in which an object may exist
was extracted through selective search, but it could not identify what kind of object it was.
Therefore, in order to compensate for these problems, a deep learning-based CNN was
used in the last step of this study. CNNs are used in computer vision research, such as in
image classification, object detection and recognition, and image matching. In particular,
complex and deep network models have recently been developed in neural networks of
the past that featured simple configurations; and considerable research has been conducted
into the development and application of CNNs for various vision recognition tasks [20–22].

In this study, Inception-V3 was the CNN model used. There are VGG-16 and AlexNet
as CNN models, but Inception-V3 was selected as the experimental model because of its
relatively higher accuracy compared to resource use than these models. Inception-V3 is the
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third version of the GoogLeNet architecture developed by Szegedy et al. [23]. It commonly
demonstrates a high degree of precision when used to configure deep layers and wide nodes
in an artificial neural network (ANN). However, in this case, the number of parameters
increases significantly, resulting in overfitting problems or gradient vanishing problems.
Therefore, the connection between nodes is made sparse, and the matrix operation is made
dense. To this end, Inception-V3 added several structures to improve the initial module
and to achieve better performance and efficiency than before [24,25].

The Inception modules perform the convolution through three or more filtered paths
to effectively extract feature. In the case of Inception A, the features from the convolutional
layer of 4 paths are concatenated in the direction of a color channel. In the case of Inception
B, it is similar to Inception A, and the 3 × 3 filter is factorized into the 1 × 3 filter and the
3 × 1 filter. As a result, the number of parameters can be reduced from 9 to 6 by about
33%. Therefore, the role of this filter serves to increase the number of channels due to
the convolution of several layers, which controls the number of channels. This saves the
number of parameters in the 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 filter following the 1 × 1 filter. For conventional
convolutional neural networks, pooling was used between modules or layers to reduce
the size of the parameters, but to solve the problem of representational bottleneck with
increasing feature loss, a dimensional reduction method was used.

Therefore, the Inception-v3 model has the advantage of having a deeper layer than
other CNN models but not having a relatively large parameter.

Table 2 shows the configuration of CNN layers configured using the Inception modules.
The input image size 299 × 299 was set, and the first five general convolutional layers
are called stem. The layers are more effective than the Inception module. Furthermore,
the 9 Inception modules have a size of 1 × 2048 through a fully connected layer. Finally,
since the activation function in the final layer is a classification problem for both flame and
non-flame, sigmoid was used [10,24].

Table 2. Inception-V3 CNN parameter.

Layer Kernel Size Input Size

Conv 3× 3 299× 299× 3
Conv 3× 3 149× 149× 32

Convolution (Padded) 3× 3 147× 147× 32
MaxPool 3× 3 147× 147× 64

Conv 3× 3 73× 73× 64
Conv 3× 3 73× 73× 80

MaxPool 3× 3 71× 71× 192
Inception A× 3 - 35× 35× 192

Reduction - 35× 35× 228
Inception B× 3 - 17× 17× 768

Reduction - 17× 17× 768
Inception C× 3 - 8× 8× 1280

AveragePool - 8× 8× 2048
FC - 1× 2048

Sigmoid - -

In addition, learning was conducted via the Inception-V3 CNN model using a dataset
that was divided into two classes of flame and non-flame images, as shown in Table 3. The
number of flame images used was 10,153, the training dataset was 80%, and the remaining
20% images comprised the test dataset. The learning was terminated at 10,000 steps, where
accuracy and loss during learning did not change significantly and converge. The used
train and test image dataset is obtained from Kaggle and CVonline as public materials for
use in research, and the dataset is shown in Table 3. In addition, all the photos used for
performance evaluation are taken directly.
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Table 3. Number of images in the dataset.

Train Dataset Test Dataset

Flame Non-Flame Flame Non-Flame

8152 8024 2001 2000

3. Experimental Results

Figure 6a shows the results of a selective search for RGB images without any additional
pre-processing. Figure 6b shows the results of detecting the flame through the method
proposed in this study.
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Figure 6. Flame detection results from the evaluation images. (a) CNN detection results for candidate
regions using selective search of RGB images; (b) CNN detection results in candidate regions using
proposed pre-processing method and selective search.

Internally in the image process, a selective search algorithm was performed on only the
remaining pixel regions after the color conversion, but for clear comparison, the detected
candidate regions were visualized on the RGB images. The CNN algorithm inferred the
candidate region extracted using the image pre-processing method presented in this study,
and the output took the form of a red bounding box when the object was determined to
be a flame; the object was visualized as a green bounding box when it was determined to
be a non-flame object. In the case of a light yellow object, it was sometimes extracted as a
candidate region, but it was classified as non-flame through the CNN model. In the case of
night images, it was confirmed that flames could be sufficiently detected at illuminance not
too low.

As a result, the number of candidate regions decreased to 20% when detected after
color filtering compared to when the RGB image was detected as it is. These results helped
to reduce false detection and reduce frequent inference to improve accuracy.
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In order to more objectively determine the performance of the flame-detection ex-
periment results obtained in this study, the results were calculated using the following
four indicators.

First, accuracy and precision were obtained through Equations (10) and (11), and recall
was obtained using Equation (12); F1 score, which is the harmonic mean of the precision
and recall rate, was obtained using Equation (13). Meanwhile, Equation (14) is a metric
used to evaluate the performance of the binary classifier with the Matthews Correlation
Coefficient (MCC). As with other correlation coefficients, it has a value between −1 and 1.
When it is +1, it is a perfect prediction, when it is 0, it is a random prediction, and when it
is −1, it is a completely opposite prediction.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(10)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(11)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(12)

F1 Score = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

(13)

MCC =
TP ∗ TN − FP ∗ FN√

(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)
(14)

TP is the case where the model correctly determined the area in which the flame
existed as a flame, and FN represents the case where it was incorrectly determined to not
be a flame. TN correctly judged that it was not a flame in the negative area without a flame,
and FP was mistakenly judged as a flame. For this test, 100 positive images with flames
and negative images without flames were each tested. In addition, for comparison with
the model presented in this study, the single shot multibox detector (SSD) [26,27] and the
Faster R-CNN algorithm [28,29], which are deep learning-based object detection models,
were evaluated using the same test images. In addition, the accuracy results of existing
papers using AlexNet and SA-CNN were added through additional literature search.

The results are shown in Table 4, and in the model presented in this study, the accuracy
was 97.0%, precision was 96.1%, and detection and F1 scores were 98.0% and 97.0%,
respectively. In order to check the quantify the statistical significance of accuracy, the
accuracy was additionally evaluated five times each for 100 images, and the p-value was
obtained through this. As a result, the p-value with Bonferroni correction applied is 0.182. In
the case of SSD, the accuracy was 90.0% and Faster R-CNN was 91.0%. When the accuracy
cases through an additional literature search are shown, the AlexNet and SA-CNN-based
papers showed 94.4% and 95.6% accuracy, respectively. The accuracy of the flame-detection
algorithm suggested in this study was relatively high, and the frequency of false positives
that misdetect non-flame objects was significantly reduced compared to other studies,
which greatly affected the increase in precision.

Table 4. Evaluation result for each detection models.

Evaluation Indicator

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score MCC

SSD 90.0% 88.5% 92.0% 90.2% 0.80
Faster R-CNN 91.0% 90.2% 92.0% 91.1% 0.82

Sarkar et al. [4] (SA-CNN) 95.6% 96.0% 97.1% 96.6% 0.90
Muhammad et al. [5] (AlexNet) 94.4% 97.7% 90.9% 89.0% 0.89

Our proposal 97.0% 96.1% 98.0% 97.0% 0.94
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In addition, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the precision–recall
(PR) curve are calculated by arranging the results of the correct answer and the confidence
level of the model in the prediction process and are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. ROC and PR curve for each detection model. (a) ROC and PR curve of the Faster R-CNN;
(b) ROC and PR curve of the SSD; (c) ROC and PR curve of the proposed model.

The ROC curves were expressed through two parameters, true positive rate (TPR) and
false positive rate (FPR), and they showed that the ROC curve changed by changing the
threshold criteria. At this time, if the classification threshold was lowered, the TPR and
FPR classified as positive in the general classification model increased together. Therefore,
a curve with a higher TPR and a lower FPR on the graph can be judged as a better
classification model. Likewise, PR curves are a method of evaluating the performance of
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classification models by changing thresholds, and the higher the precision and recall values,
the better the model.

Figure 7a shows similar evaluation results compared to the Faster R-CNN model
corresponding to Figure 7b with the ROC and PR curves of the SSD model. However,
if the size of the object occupied by some evaluation images was small, the SSD model
could not detect it, whereas the Faster R-CNN detected relatively small objects. Finally,
Figure 7c showed the best performance among the models presented in this study. This is
the effect of filtering most non-flame objects through color-based conversion in advance.
Using this method, it was possible to increase detection accuracy by significantly reducing
false positives. In addition, this approach could also detect objects that were smaller than
those detected using the other two models.

4. Conclusions

Deep learning technology has dramatically improved detection accuracy in areas such
as safety, autonomous driving, and medical imaging, and there are countless applicable
technologies. Nevertheless, there are many areas to be improved upon in terms of accuracy
and responsiveness when detecting objects such as flames in real time. To this end, this
study attempted to increase accuracy by removing unnecessary objects and background
data through color-based pre-processing. As a result, flame-related RGB images could be
detected with about 7% higher accuracy than when detected with object-detection algo-
rithms, such as Faster R-CNN or SSD, without separate filtering. In addition, the proposed
model showed higher accuracy than the Faster R-CNN model or SSD that performed object
detection through a general input image. This will be a more accurate fire detection method
than human judgment if a more suitable CNN model is developed and applied. The
application of this pre-processing method could effectively increase detection accuracy and
precision by effectively reducing not only the false-positive ratio but also the false-negative
ratio. Future research will pursue the development of an intelligent flame detector that can
be applied to low-specification systems and which can easily perform real-time detection
by supplementing pre-processing methods. In addition, we will study a method that can
accurately detect flames even from small characteristics in images and develop a flame
detection model with higher reliability than can be achieved by human observation. This
can be accomplished by either applying the dynamic characteristics of flames or by being
fused with hardware, such as infrared cameras, to ensure faster detection and improved
accuracy when compared to human-based approaches.
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